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Outline of this Lesson

 Introduction to Computer Animation

 Common animation techniques

 Cutting edge tools and packages

 Gurus and the State of the Art

 Lecture schedule

 “Terms and conditions”of this lecture



  

WTF is Animation ?



  

“There is no particular mystery in animation...
it's really very simple, and like anything that is simple,
it is about the hardest thing in the world to do.”

Bill Tytla, Walt Disney Studio, June 28, 1937.



  

“Animation is the rapid display of a sequence of images
of 2/3-D artwork or model positions in order to create
an illusion of movement.

Wikipedia 



  

Very brief History of Animation

 5200 BC
 A bowl found in Iran with 5 

images of a goat

 4000 BC
 An Egyptian burial chamber 

mural



  

Very brief History of Animation

 1800 AD
 Flip Book – the first 

animation device

 1888 AD
 “Roundhay Garden Scene” 

the first known celluloid 
film



  

Traditional Animation techniques



  

Full Animation

 Technique
 Every frame is hand drawn or 

photographed

 Pros/cons
 High quality results
 Very expensive and time consuming

 Famous movies
  Pinocchio (United States, 1940)
 The Lion King (US, 1994)



  

Limited animation

 Technique
 Use less detailed and more stylized drawings
 Compose objects from more layers and reusable parts
 Repeat and zoom scenery

 Pros/cons
 Less quality motions. Smart animator = good results
 Less budget and time spent

 Famous movies
 Yellow Submarine (UK, 1968)
 Most of Anime in Japan



  

Rotoscoping and live-action/animation

 Rotoscoping
 is an animation technique in 

which animators trace over live-
action film movement, frame by 
frame

 Live-action/animation
 is a technique, when combining 

hand-drawn characters into live 
action shots

 The Lord of the Rings (US, 1978)

 Space Jam (USA, 1996)
Rotoscope



  Computer Animation

It is the art of creating moving images with the use of computers



  

What is Computer Animation ?

 It is a part of Computer Graphics

 It is a set of algorithms and techniques to animation 
synthetic objects

 It is a collection of software packages for creating 
digital moving media

 Can be Offline → movies, ads

 Can be real-time → virtual world, games

 It is a place where art meets science
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Who are its friends ?

Solid and fluid dynamic

Numerical math

Computational geometry

Computer vision

Image Processing

Lots of other
scientific domains



  

What are Common Animation Techniques

 Key-framing and parameter interpolation

 Skeleton and Skinning

 Motion capture

 Forward and inverse Kinematics

 Procedural techniques

 Physically based techniques
 Other special methods



  

Key-framing and parameter interpolation

 Comes from traditional frame-based animations

 Trivial principle
 Define object states (positions...) only in KEY frames
 Let the computer calculate the in-between frames by 

interpolating state variables (positions...)

 Interpolation types
 Simple linear interpolation (insufficient in most scenarios)
 Spline (cubic bezier) interpolation (commonly used)
 Spherical (linear/bezier) interpolation (for quaternions)



  

Skeleton and Skinning

 Inspired by skeleton system of animals

 Basic work-flow
 Create skeleton (connect bones to each other)
 Animate skeleton using any animation technique
 Create “skin” - usually a polygonal mesh of animal
 Apply skinning – map vertices to bones using weights

 Skeleton is usually a articulated structure of bones

 Skinning weight define how much each vertex “belongs” 
to a given bone



  

Motion Capture

 Inspired by Rotoscoping, capturing frames by cameras 

 Marker-based work-flow
 Attach reflex markers on key parts of actors body (knees...)
 Create skeleton and assign marker points
 Capture video-sequence of moving actor (multiple cameras)
 Use image based techniques to find 3d position of markers
 Animate the skeleton by the reconstructed path data

 Pros: faster, simpler, more precise

 Cons: Marker retouching, complex motion = many 
markers



  

Motion Capture

 Inspired by object recognition of human visual system 

 Marker-less work-flow
 We don't need markers, the whole geometry is reconstructed 

from multiple cameras
 3d geometry is analyzed, automatic skeleton can be created
 Reconstructed geometry is matched onto animated geometry

 Pros: Complex motion (of skin) can be captured

 Cons: Complicated vision algorithms necessary, 
geometry matching is not always possible. Need more 
computational power



  

Forward and inverse Kinematics

 Forward (direct) kinematics
 Put objects into transformation hierarchy
 Animate each transformation directly (eg by key-framing)
 Problem: Figure wants to reach a cup on a table by hand, but 

how to interpolate transformations to get natural motion ?

 Inverse (backward) kinematics is the answer
 Define effector (eg a plam on hand)
 Directly animate only effector (simply hit the cup)
 Other parts in the transformation hierarchy are calculated by 

optimizations (more details during next lesson)



  

Procedural Techniques

 Motivations
 Simulate natural phenomena without complex physics
 Nature has a fractal structure => use stochastic iterative 

functions to create models => simple parametrization

 Principle: Animation of objects is reduced to changing 
parameters

 Use L-systems for biological structures

 Use simple wave equations for ocean motion

 Use simple morphing and warping to “squeeze” objects



  

Physically based Techniques

 Goal: Realistic simulation of natural phenomena
 Natural motion of Rigid and soft bodies
 Plausible fire, explosions and smoke
 Freezing, melting, boiling and bubbling fluids
 Fracturing and gluing solids and granular materials

 Motivation
 Physical motion is too complex for traditional techniques
 Replace expensive VFX with simulations

 Sounds cool ? Just wait
 This lecture focuses mainly on these techniques



  

Other special methods

 Motion planing and path finding

 Crowd and flock simulation

 Motion control of physically based animations

 Complex behavioral and intelligent character motion
 http://www.naturalmotion.com

 Music (MIDI) driven animations
 http://www.animusic.com

 Want more ? Just Google it

http://www.naturalmotion.com/
http://www.animusic.com/


  

Watch your Gurus



  

Ron Fedkiw

 Associate Professor at Stanford

 Lead researcher at ILM

 More than 100 important scientific papers

 More than 20 successful PhD students

 VFX expert

 Research
 Computational Physics
 Computer Graphics
 Biomechanics



  

Matthias Müller-Fischer

 Post doc at ETH Zurich

 Research Lead PhysX SDK at NVIDIA

 Head of research AGEIA Technologies

 Co-founder of NovodeX AG

 More than 20 important publications

 Research
 Computer Graphics
 Computational chemistry
 Combinatorial algorithms



  
What tools do we have ?

and what
do we need ?



  

Autodesk 3dsmax

 Full featured 3d tool

 Industry standard

 Commercial product

 Features
 Key-framing, skinning
 Inverse kinematics
 Rigids, Cloths, fluids
 Procedural animation
 Character animation
 … and much more



  

Autodesk Maya

 Full featured 3d tool

 Industry standard

 Commercial product

 Features
 Key-framing, skinning
 Inverse kinematics
 Rigids, Cloths, fluids
 Procedural animation
 Character animation
 … and much more



  

Blender

 Full featured 3d tool

 Free open product

 Features
 Key-framing, skinning
 Inverse kinematics
 Rigids, Cloths, fluids
 Character animation
 … and much more



  

Realflow

 Specialized VFX tool

 Commercial license

 Industry standard 

 Focus on Simulations
 Fluids, Rigids, Cloths...

 Used in a dozen of movies 
for special effets



  

naturalmotion endorphin

 Specialized tool for
 Behavioral animation 
 Intelligent characters

 Becoming industry standard

 Commertial license

 Used in VFX and computer 
games (euphoria)



  

Adobe flash

 State of the art 2d animation tool

 Commercial license

 Animated web-pages, logos, 
presentations, banners, games

 Alternatives
 Ajax Animator (SVG), ToonBoom, 

AnimeStudio

 Flash + ActionScript + Flex → 
Complete platform



  

What
can
you
expect
from
this
Lecture ?



  

This Lecture...

 Will focus on simulating natural phenomena

 Will show you what are hot topics

 Will Improve your skills in
 Newtonian physics
 Computational geometry
 Algorithms and data structures

 Hopefully will not be boring

 Was finished just few minutes ago



  

What do I
expect from

YOU ?



  

:: Your presence
:: Show your project
:: Pass final term
:: Pass oral exam



  

Your presence here ?

 To be or not to be - on these lessons – that's the 
question

 Positive motivation
 It's time to improve your skills
 It's time to impress with your project
 It's time to prepare for master exams

 Negative motivation: “1,2,3 is OK, more is Fx”
 Each missed lesson is -10 points
 Missing 4 and more lessons is fatal Fx



  

Show off
your Magic



  

The End 

It's time for...
but don't forget what you just learned
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